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REPLACE COURSE CONTENT

Convert your course content, such as video files, in minutes and hours, not weeks or months.

Scaffold Replace is an automated link replacement and 
updating service that allows for a more rapid transition 
to a new technology provider. This service is powered 
through our proprietary technology and replaces what 
used to be a manual, resource-intensive process with 
sophisticated but simple automation.

No other solution but Scaffold Replace gets you 
off your old technology provider to a new one more 
effectively, efficiently, or accurately.

“With K16 Solutions, once the video file migration 
with Kaltura was complete and the content was 
there for K16 Solutions, they moved it. Immedi-
ately. In one day. The first time I learned about 
what K16 Solutions could do, I didn’t believe it – 
I thought it was too good to be true, but my 
skepticism turned out not to be warranted.”

FAST 
Using an automated conversion 

process, K16 Solutions can update 
your content links across your entire 
catalog of courses faster than any 

other option on the market.

ACCURATE 
Content files are instantly and 
accurately updated to the new 

technology platform.

AFFORDABLE
Automation eliminates the need for 

human resources, significantly 
driving down costs and timelines.
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Founded by educators, K16 Solutions is eliminating the LMS challenges institutions across the globe have traditionally 
faced. Using state-of-the-art technology K16 Solutions can quickly and efficiently migrate courses from one LMS 
platform to another, help faculty more easily build best-in-class courses, archive student data, and provide other 
custom LMS services. To learn more, visit www.k16solutions.com
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P E R C E N T

   New provider will migrate your content to their new platform and provide 
                               K16 Solutions with a crossover document.

   Provide K16 with access to your LMS platform.

   Identify sample courses with content to be converted.

  Review sample conversion.

  Select set of courses to be updated.

   Engage learners with converted content and engage with 
  K16 Solutions for questions or followup.  




